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Laura Davis: [00:00:00] On today's episode, we're talking about Threads and specifically

whether social media managers should be using it.

LauraMoore:Welcome to “JFDIWith The Two Lauras”. Thank you for tuning into the

show again.We are “The Two Lauras” andwe are on amission to bring you aweekly dose

of inspiration and advice tomake it easier for you to build a profitable and enjoyable

business working in the social media space.

So whether you're a social media manager, an admanager, a content creator, or anything

in between, you're in the right place. As Laura has said on the show today, we are talking

about Threads, whether we're still using it, whether you should be using it, what's going to

happen on there, all of that sort of thing.

And if you've got questions after the show, wewould love to chat more with you. So come

and join us in our free Facebook group. You can find that by going to

https://thesocialmediamanagershub.com/ or just click the link in the show notes. Just pop

your email address in the box to join.Wewill let you in andwe can continue the

conversation.

But for now, [00:01:00] let's get onwith the show and talk about Threads. Are we still

using it? Let's start there, shall we?

Laura Davis: Yes, let's.

LauraMoore:When Threads very first came out, andwe have got a previous episode on

this that we can link in the show notes.When it very first came out, Laura and I were like,

oh, this is amazing.

Andwe like dived right in and got really excited. Andwe're like, I was all over it. Very

enthusiastic. And I think a lot of people did what we did. They kind of went all in and then

just got a bit like, burnt out and a bit bored and left. And recently, in the past fewmonths,

everyone started coming back, which is interesting.

And like, I've come back to Threads and I am still using it. But I would say I have ebbs and

flows. Sometimes I'm like all in and other days I forget that the app even exists onmy

phone.

https://thesocialmediamanagershub.com/
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Laura Davis: Yeah, and I, I definitely, I go on it probably every day, but I am verymuch a

lurker on there. And like wementioned this the other day, like I'll go on there and I'll

search for things, but you like, you're like, I'll never search for anything.

Like I will just [00:02:00] pop some keyword in I want, I'm interested in seeing people's

opinions in like, end up down little rabbit holes, but I very, very rarely engage. And I don't

really know, like occasionally I do. And if, if there's people on there who I know, likemaybe

ourmembers or, to people in our world, then I might reply or engage with them, but I

wouldn't probably engage outside of my friends.

Um, well, I don't really knowwhy I'm like that. That just seems to be how I do it. Cause I

just, I find Threads a good scroller. It's a good, oh, I've got fiveminutes. I'm going to -

LauraMoore:A good timewaster.

Laura Davis: Yeah, and I use it probably very similar to like Instagram stories. Like I'm a bit

of a lurker. I'm a bit of a lurker everywhere inmy older age, I think.

But I do think it's interesting. I think I personally see the search function, which obviously

wasn't there whenwe first started, has been a game changer for me. [00:03:00] Because it

means I've got variety, I can go and find lots of different pieces of content. And I remember

in the early days, I felt like a bit like I'd go on there really enthusiastically and actually

there was nothing really new or exciting or, you know, the content that what people were

saying was all a bit meh.

Whereas now there seems to bemuchmore variety. I think people have found their

confidence a bit more with Threads and a bit more brave in how they're using it, I guess,

andwhat they're saying. And, and that's made it a more interesting place to be.

LauraMoore: Yeah, I think lots of people have come over from Twitter, which is good and

bad in equal parts, like the people whowere good on Twitter are good on Threads, the

people who are really annoying on Twitter are really annoying on Threads, but there,

there's definitely muchmore variety in my feed and I don't use the search function.

I find it, maybe it's just my app, but I find it just doesn't work very well for me. And all of the

things that you're meant to be able to do on Threads, like swiping and all that stuff, I can't

do. Somaybe it is me andmy account, but I just, [00:04:00] I see somany different things
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in my feed that I don't feel like I need the search thing because we're not using it

strategically.

If wewere using it strategically, that would be a whole different ballgame. But I'mmostly

on there from not a personal perspective - it's kind of like, businessy, but not marketing.

Laura Davis: Yeah, it's interesting and I think, I think people are showing their
personalities more on that. I think.

LauraMoore:Oh, 100%.

Laura Davis: You know, obviously Instagram is so like staged now, not everybody's

accounts obviously and you know, some people havemore stories.

LauraMoore: Even stories are, aren't they?

Laura Davis: Yeah, yeah, it's all, whereas I try to keepmy stories quite um, raw. Not that,

not that I share that much. But, um, yeah, I find, I think Instagram's a bit kind of, you know,

your shopwindow, whereas Threads is a little bit more nitty gritty. It's a bit more, not

necessarily behind the scenes, but more personality.

And I, I quite like that. I [00:05:00] quite like the, the conversational side of it in the chit

chat and the banter that you don't get on Instagram.

LauraMoore: Yeah. Although I do see people very opinionated on Threads, verymuch like

they would have been on Twitter. And they're verymuch like, this is what you should do,

rather than this is what you could try to do, which obviously, you know, you've got to have

a great hook.

So I get it. But equally, they seem to be very confident in what they're saying, and largely, a

lot of what they're saying isn't always true. You kind of have to take a lot of it with a pinch

of salt, like you do everywhere, but it seems to be really strong on Threads, in my feed

anyway.

Laura Davis: Yeah, people seem to be quite confident to comment with their opinion on

things, to complete strangers.
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Like we've been on the receiving end of that, which has been quite interesting. But I don't

really knowwhy. I wonder why people feel more secure and comfortable to be that way,

but then they wouldn't be like that on other platforms [00:06:00] potentially.

LauraMoore:But is it that they feel more secure and comfortable to do it?

Or is it that they're keyboard warriors? They see the content, they can't not do it. Do you

knowwhat I mean? They feel like they have to because it's there in front of them.

Laura Davis:But whywould they not be doing it on -?

LauraMoore:Because they don't see it somuch, do they? Threads is somuchmore open.

Verymuch like Twitter, so you see a lot more content because someonewho you're

connected with has commented or whatever or something's got a lot of engagement and

therefore it gets shown to you and people just don't seem to be able to hold themselves

back, which is the Twitter side of it, isn't it?

Laura Davis:But yeah, yeah, maybe. It's interesting. I kind of like it, apart fromwhen I'm on

the receiving end of it.

LauraMoore: Yeah. And then you get the heart palpitations and the Slackmessages going,

ohmy god I don’t like it! Laura!

Laura Davis: Yeah. Laura, have you seenwhat this idiot said today?!

Um, so let's talk. So obviously we've touched on the fact that we're not really using it

strategically.

And I think to us, it's quite in, I guess it's [00:07:00] informal kind of networking, really,

isn't it?We've found out about people or got to know people that we didn't really know

previously by, by seeing their Threads. So it is, it is good from that perspective, but that's

probably as far as, you know, we, we're using it.

Occasionally we put, you know, content on there or share other content elsewhere, you

know, we, wanting people to link out, or we're linking out, should I say, but not really, are

we, we're not.
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LauraMoore:And that's not to say that we can't, althoughwewouldn't, but currently, no, I
feel like, I feel like, I don't knowwhether our business or my personal kind of network has

grown, I've come across people who I never had heard of before, which has been, like,

interesting, and I don't know that I would have come across those people elsewhere.

So from a business perspective, maybe if weweremore strategic, that would happen for

us. And like people would come across us. So, you know, like, I think there's definitely lots

of opportunity, [00:08:00] but we've got somany other things going on right now. It just

doesn't really fit in strategically with what we're doing.

Andmaybe that's a mistake because it is still early days and obviously the earlier you get

involved in a platform, potentially the better, but you've got to bide your time, haven't

you? You know, you've got to be realistic with what time and brain space you've got. So

personally for me, I am verymuch like you, using it as like a time filler.

If I've got, you know, a bit of time and I'm like, there's nothing on the telly, whatever, I'll go

and have a good old scroll through Threads. I might find some new interesting things. I

might send you some links being like, did you know this? And occasionally I might put a

thread out if I've got something that I want to say, but there is no strategy behind our

Threads content at themoment.

It's definitely not amarketing channel for us right now.

Laura Davis: Yeah, but it could be.

LauraMoore:A hundred percent.

Laura Davis: It could be.

LauraMoore: Yeah.

Laura Davis:And I think it could also be for social media managers.

LauraMoore: Yes, definitely.

Laura Davis:Because I see it, and I might be wrong on this because obviously I'm only a

lurker and I only see a tiny amount of, of Threads, but I [00:09:00] see it verymuch as a

B2B platform.
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LauraMoore: Yes. Yeah.

Laura Davis: So I'm not seeing on theremany B2C businesses.

LauraMoore:No, like e-comm and stuff youmean?

Laura Davis: Yeah, yeah, yeah.

So like if you are, if that, and so if you are a social media manager and that's your target

audience, I don't think they're on there. And obviously the big brands are on there, you

know, likeWendy's andwhat have you, but I don't think small kind of e-commerce type of

businesses are on there.

Or your local plumbers are on there. Like I don't think that, but if your target audience is

B2B companies, SaaS companies. They're on there.Would you say that?

LauraMoore: Yeah, very heavy on the personal brands on Threads, for sure. And like
founders and people like that, definitely. But I don't feel currently, like Threads leans

towards the e-com businesses because we don't really, like you can put photos and videos

on there, [00:10:00] but people are not really consuming content in that way on there that

I see.

It is for the written word, you know, andwhat you're going to like to start talking about

what your jewellery looks like? It's not quite the same as showing a photo, is it? So I just

don't think it's quite, it's got the same impact. And like, obviously we're not doing it

strategically, but I definitely see a difference in when I'm just talking about something that,

yeah, it might be loosely related to business, but isn't like full on click this link and go and

buy this thing.

Andwewould see that anyway on every platform, but on Threads, I think it's marked, it's,

it's astoundingly different. I think it is verymuch a conversation.

Laura Davis: Yeah. And I think, I guess if you've got a, let's go with a jewellery company,

um, as a client or that's your niche and that's the kind of clients youwant and their

businesses that want, are wanting to build a personal brand element to their business and,

um, or maybe they're wanting to networkmore with their B2C and build up their network,

then [00:11:00] yes, maybe Threads is the place or could be a place for them.
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But I don't think it's something that that business owner should be outsourcing to a social

media manager.

LauraMoore: I agree. Yeah.

Laura Davis:Because I think it's very conversational, it's quite live and hopefully it will
stay that way.

LauraMoore: Yeah.

I do think like where you say it's quite live. I think they're on, whereas on Twitter, it was

very quick paced and like a conversation on Twitter would either last forever because it's

kind of gone viral or it would die very quickly. I feel like conversations on Threads last

longer. People are responding in a longer period sometimes, but it is muchmore live than

maybe Instagram or whatever.

Laura Davis: Yeah. And obviously with content being able to be scheduled onto there now,
like when that was announced, we both were like, what? Because it will, it, you know, it

will, without doubt in a year's time, it will, the platformwill [00:12:00] be very different as

a result of people scheduling content.

LauraMoore: I would rather see loads of ads on Threads than loads of scheduled content.

Laura Davis: Same. same. because that's exactly what I hated about Twitter. It was just like

people used to throw up a load of content and I never forget some training that I once did

and it was, you got like a Grid, like amatrix for Twitter. And it was like, you schedule at 9am

today, 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 7pm. And then the next day, what you scheduled at 9am on the

Monday, youwould put in at 11am on the Tuesday.

And then on theWednesday youwould put it at 3pm. And honestly, it was phenomenally

shit. And it was like, that is exactly what is wrongwith Twitter and I just hope that doesn't

happen on Threads because I do I just think it will ruin it It will [00:13:00] ruin the the

conversation will end up just having a load of crap content

LauraMoore:And it - the thing with Threads as well is that the content on there isn't
really -Well, it may be but it doesn't come across as really highly thought through edited,
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processed, you know, there's not like this amazing hook and then amazing pieces and

amazing CTAs.

It doesn't have all of that stuff because it's muchmore quick and on the fly. And if you're in

a scheduler and you're doing proper marketing on Threads, then it would have all that

stuff and it will not have the same impact.

Laura Davis:No, which is a shame. And then of course people will then say, oh, when you,

you know, you use a scheduler, your reach is your, your reach is worse when you use

scheduling.

It's like, well, it's, it's, it's kind of nothing to dowith the - It is the fact that you've scheduled

it, but it's not the scheduler's fault. It's the fact that you're just, it's like a spray and pray

approach, isn't it? To getting your content out there. And yeah, so if you're, you know, if

you're listening to this thinking, okay, I really want [00:14:00] to do, I only want to get into

Threads, don't get into it by launching yourself into a scheduler and like putting a load of

content out.

LauraMoore:No, no, because you need to be on the platform to have those

conversations. And if all you're doing is scheduling and you're never opening the Threads

app, you're never having those conversations, your content is never going to land because

you're not seeing what's happening on Threads and you're not having those conversations

and your content will be overly produced, which isn't the way that Threads currently is - at

some point, it probably will go that way because everyonewill be scheduling it and

everyonewill have really rubbish results in my opinion.

But there was one thing that as well that I have noticed recently, when Threads very first

came out wewere all verymuch, andwe actually did a reel showing how you could create

like a threadwhere there's like a thread, then another one, and that, you know, they're all

linked together. And I see very few people doing that well becausemost people are doing

it because they, what they are, it's like themarketing [00:15:00] kind of people who are

using Threads for marketing and they're not really gettingmuch traction.

Uh, oh, here's the five tools that I use for blah, blah. And then it's like a list of, you know, it's

verymuch a Twitter kind of thread, and I don't see that kind of content working very well

on Threads at themoment, because it's too staged and too thought through.
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Laura Davis: Yeah, yeah, yeah, you're probably right. And I'm also seeing a lot of people

who are the ones who do use the thread feature of actually having a thread of Threads.

They're not really enticing people to read the full thread. So their first thread, they hit it

with their hook and their main point. And then I kind of carry on scrolling by and it's only

bymaybe I've seen someone else commenting, oh, there's more to that.

So I do think, you know, that copywriting skill of being able to pull people through a thread

is really needed if that's, if that's obviously if you [00:16:00] want to have a longer, longer

form content.

LauraMoore: Yeah, I think it'd be really interesting to test whether it actually works
because obviously I'm only seeing what's happening inmy newsfeed and fromwhat's

happening in my newsfeed as an outsider without seeing any data. I don't think that that

type of content is working.

But I would be so intrigued to know if youwere to test like grouped Threads, whatever

they're called, versus like a single thread on the same topic, which would perform better.

I think it would be really interesting to know.

Laura Davis: Yeah.Well, a bit of analytics would help with that, wouldn't it?

LauraMoore:Well, totally. Yes. I mean, you’re not wrong.

Laura Davis:Okay. So another thing, um, which actually you're probably better to explain

because wewere talking about this the other day, is that you've seen, and I think you got

involved in one, didn't you, where, I was going to say a Twitter chat, obviously it's not a

Twitter chat, it's a Thread chat.

LauraMoore: Yeah, yeah.

Laura Davis: Like, how did that go? Like, tell us a bit more about that.

LauraMoore: So, I used to see Twitter chats all the time, and I only used to get involved

with them, from like [00:17:00] a strategic, vaguely, perspective, I don't like them, but you

know, you can reachmore people and I hadn't seen anyone really using them on Threads

until recently when I saw Buffer starting to do it.
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And Buffer always used to have a Twitter chat, didn't they? Like every week they'd do a

Twitter chat, so it makes sense for them tomove it over to Threads. And it was verymuch

the same format as a Twitter chat would have been. Like they would start with an

introduction, they would have a guest, then they would like ask different questions, and

youwould answer those questions.

And just like I would when I was on Twitter, I'd forget to put like the hashtag that I was

meant to be using, I would forget to put answer one and all of that stuff -

Laura Davis: So they're, is that how they're linked? So the same as a Twitter account, it's all

on a hashtag?

LauraMoore: Yeah. So they have, they have a hashtag, um, for their, well, Buffer are the

only people I've seen doing it pretty well, but so they have a Twitter, uh, a thread, ohmy

God.

They have a hashtag on Threads, not on Twitter. This is very confusing. Andwhich

obviously links all of the things, but - [00:18:00] I didn't need to use that hashtag because I

was engaging with them and because Threads currently is still pretty quiet. If you think in

comparison to Twitter, I would just see all the posts, so I didn't need to do it that way.

But yeah, that did sit and they didn't get massive engagement, but I wouldn't expect them

to yet because they're still pretty new and people probably don't really know that what it

is or why they should get involvedwith it. Andmaybe they're a dying thing anyway. I don't

know. But yeah, I was commenting on them.

Laura Davis: If you think of themain user that has come over, it's, it's Instagram users, and,

you know, and I'm, I'm, these aremassively sweeping statements, but people who

generally aremore ingrained in Instagram, potentially, were never that into Twitter, so the

whole concept of like Twitter chat, it's completely new to them.

So even if they've come over to Threads, because obviously it's interlinkedwith Instagram

and they want to give it a go, [00:19:00] that whole chat thing could be a completely new

concept. So, and I think it's a really, I think it's really interesting to, because I used to like

the Twitter chats, I hated the whole hashtagWorcestershire hour, hashtag Birmingham
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hour, I hated those kind of ones, but the good ones that you actually could have interesting

conversations.

So I think there's a, there's an opportunity to get in now, if youwant to do like a social

media chat, but maybe not that broad, um, then now it could be a good time to kind of

introduce that. And yes, you're going to have to bear in mind that the first few times that

you do it, youmight not get much engagement.

You are going to have tomassively promote them. You know, you're going to have to kind

of essentially launch them.

LauraMoore:And educate around them so that people knowwhat it is.

Laura Davis: Exactly. And how theywork andwhat you have to do and the whole Laura

Moore needs to add question one and the hashtag. Um, and, uh, but I just, I do think that

could be an [00:20:00] opportunity and to kind of get in early might be a good thing that

you'll be able to establish a - I can't stop calling them Twitter chats, establish a Threads

chat that you become known for.

It's good positioning. People enjoy coming to. You're the one that people think, oh, you are

the font of all knowledge because you own this chat. I just think it's a great opportunity,

assuming your audience is on Threads. Obviously, if it's not, then you can just ignore that

segment of this podcast.

LauraMoore:And you’ll only really know if it's going to work by testing it anyway.

And like Laura's just said, it's going to take you like, several attempts to get it off the

ground. So don't just test it once and think, oh, this sucked, never going to do it again,

because it might be the following week is amazing.

Laura Davis: It was a bit like, um, what was that? A Clubhouse and you had a room on

Clubhouse.

The first time you had a room, it [00:21:00] was, you know, small, awkward. And then the

next time youmaybe roped in a few friends. And then the next time those friends brought

some friends and they did, those rooms grew quite quickly because you put the effort in

and you kept coming back and youwere consistent with it.
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So I think if you've got the, if you've got the time and the capacity and are prepared to do

it, I definitely think like a weekly chat or somethingmight be quite useful. Maybewe

should be doing it, Laura.

LauraMoore: Yeah. You knock yourself out.

Laura Davis: Yeah. I'll add it to the bottom of the list andwe'll see howwe get on.

LauraMoore:Oh, I love it. But in terms of like with your clients on Threads, I think like

Twitter chats potentially could be something that could work for them depending onwhat

industry they're in. But I just don't knowwhether a social media manager is going to be the

best person for that. So I feel like there's going to need some buy in from the client.

Like, if you've got a client likeWendy's or like Nature's Valley are amazing on [00:22:00]

Threads, and there's some other like of these like big brands who people know really well.

They're brilliant on Threads because they just post funny stuff.We don't all have clients

whowill, A, will allow us to do that and B, it kind of aligns with the strategy.

Like those brands don't need to do anythingmore than brand awareness. So the clients

who you needmore than brand awareness and youwant them on Threads, I just feel like

you're going to need somuch buy in from them to, because the brand voice needs to be so

strong on Threadsmuchmore than anywhere else, I think, because it needs to sound so

muchmore personal.

I feel like it's going to be difficult. I don't feel like it's impossible at all, but to do it and to do

it well, I think will be very difficult. But Twitter was very similar, I think quite difficult for

that.

Laura Davis: Yeah.

LauraMoore: So I think the Threads currently as it stands because it feels so personal and
so personal brand led. Maybe I’mwrong.

Laura Davis: Yeah. And you've got to really know the industry, I think, and this is

potentially why, you [00:23:00] know, niching is really useful because if you can really

understand that industry, maybe you standmore of a chance of acting on behalf of that

brand on Threads and because you're knowledgeable and you can really - you can answer
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straight away, you can hold the conversation about that product or business or service or

whatever it may be, because I do think it would I just I think it'd be incredibly hard. Like if

my clients were to turn around tomorrow and say right I think we need to be on Threads,

I'd be like knock yourself out.

I can guide you, I can give you a bit of advice, I can give you a bit of tips on how a thread

works, but I, I don't think I can act on their behalf.

LauraMoore:No, unless it was a completely different strategy that's like, oh, like the

whole humorous side. Like I've just said, like if you think of like the car map, it's really good

on Threads because they're just funny.

And yeah, and it's just, I think it's just difficult to not do [00:24:00] that and still be good

like for a client. I don't know. I just, I just find I'd be fascinated to hear from any social

media managers who are doing it for clients. So. Let's know us know as well.

Laura Davis: Yeah, no, definitely. I'd be really interested to hear that.

Cause I think, I think if you don't, if you hadn't kind of listened to this podcast and you

didn't really understand it from that perspective and a client says, I want to go on Threads,

you go, oh, great. I can charge them a few hundred quid, 500 quid or whatever. I'm going to

pop a load of content in a scheduler and bash it out.

I don't think youwill be doing your client a good service if you do that. Like, that is just not,

it's just going to fall flat.

LauraMoore: Yeah.

Laura Davis: Fair enough. Five years time, maybe, you know, a year's time even, maybe

that won't be the case and you can do it. But I think as it stands now, I think it's very

difficult for a social media manager to act on behalf of a client, personally.

LauraMoore: I think you could work with a client, strategise, talk about things, be talking
[00:25:00] about that kind of thing. And especially if it's a personal brandwho is like, uh,

maybe like not very confident about talking about themselves or stuff. I think that could

work really well, training them on the platform andwhatnot.
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Laura Davis: Yeah, you could definitely do a bit like people dowith LinkedIn profiles. You
know, you can do that work for them behind the scenes to help them to establish what

they should be saying, but they've got to be the ones probably on there having those

conversations.

LauraMoore: Yeah.

Laura Davis: It's like me going to a networking event face to face, a face to face

networking event on behalf of my client.

I would not do that. So if youwouldn't do that, thenwhywould you essentially do an online

networking, which is essentially verymuch Threads at themoment.

LauraMoore: Yeah. Because you're not just talking about the business. There's verymuch

a personal element on there. Like people are talking about, I don't know, like who they're

dating andwhat Netflix shows they're watching and that sort of stuff as well as what

they're doing in business. So.

Laura Davis: I've not sharedwho I'm dating.

LauraMoore: [00:26:00] Let's not tell Neil. Um, but yeah, I think there's, and it is that kind

of behind the scenes kind of aspect to the content that's doing well. Like somebodymight

be sharing some really great Pinterest tips, for example. But in that same thread, they

might be talking about, like, how horrendous their morning has beenwith their kid.

So it is muchmore personal than just a carousel on Instagramwould be, potentially.

Laura Davis: Yeah. Yeah, I agree. So I definitely think there are opportunities for social
media managers in terms of growing your network and growing your presence and your

positioning. But I'm on the fence as to whether I think it's a platform that could be

outsourced to a social media manager.

But as Laura said before, wewould absolutely love to hear from social media managers

who are doing a good job on behalf of clients. Like we're genuinely really interested. Do

come and tell us.We're on Instagram@thetwolauras or you can head to our Facebook

groupwhich is [00:27:00] https://thesocialmediamanagershub.com/ or just search for that

on Facebook.

https://thesocialmediamanagershub.com/
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LauraMoore: Yeah, we'll put the links in the show notes as well. That's it then.Maybewe'll

see you on Threads.

Laura Davis: Yeah, we'll see you there.

LauraMoore:But we'll definitely see you same time, same place next week.

Laura Davis: Toodles!

LauraMoore: Ta-ra! Bye!


